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Fluid Mechanics and MachineryNew Age Publications, 2009

	The flow of ideal non-viscous fluids was extensively studied and mathematical theories were developed during the last century. The field of study was called as ‘Hydrodynamics’. However the results of mathematical analysis could not be applied directly to the flow of real fluids. Experiments with water flow resulted in the...
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Air Transport and the EnvironmentAshgate, 2010

	"Air Transport and the Environment" provides an overview of the main issues relating to aviation environmental impacts. It explains the challenge facing policymakers in terms of sustainable development, focusing on the importance of balancing the industry's economic, social and environmental costs and benefits, both for people...
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Data Mining: Practical Machine Learning Tools and Techniques, Third EditionMorgan Kaufmann, 2011

	The convergence of computing and communication has produced a society that feeds
	on information. Yet most of the information is in its raw form: data. If data is characterized
	as recorded facts, then information is the set of patterns, or expectations,
	that underlie the data. There is a huge amount of information locked up in...
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Machine Learning for Email: Spam Filtering and Priority InboxO'Reilly, 2011

	
	
		To explain the perspective from which this book was written, it will be helpful to define
	
		the terms machine learning and hackers.
	


	
		What is machine learning? At the highest level of abstraction, we can think of machine
	
		learning as a set of tools and methods that attempt to infer patterns and extract...
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The Well-Grounded Java Developer: Vital techniques of Java 7 and polyglot programmingManning Publications, 2012

	
		Summary

	
		The Well-Grounded Java Developer offers a fresh and practical look at new Java 7 features, new JVM languages, and the array of supporting technologies you need for the next generation of Java-based software.

	About the Book
	
		The Well-Grounded Java Developer starts with...
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Mid-Ocean RidgesCambridge University Press, 2013

	The world's mid-ocean ridges form a single, connected global ridge system that is part of every ocean, and is the longest mountain range in the world. Geologically active, mid-ocean ridges are key sites of tectonic movement, intimately involved in seafloor spreading. This coursebook presents a multidisciplinary approach to the science of...
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Chembiomolecular Science: At the Frontier of Chemistry and BiologySpringer, 2012

	At the forefront of life sciences today is the emerging discipline of chembiomolecular science. This new term describes the integration of the frontier fields of chemical biology, chemistry, and pharmacology. Chembiomolecular science aims to elucidate new biological mechanisms as potential drug targets and enhance the creation of new drug...
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General Principles of Tumor Immunotherapy: Basic and Clinical Applications of Tumor ImmunologySpringer, 2007

	This book brings together the world’s leading authorities on tumor immunology. This book describes the basic immunology principles that form the foundation of understanding how the immune system recognizes and rejects tumor cells. The role of the innate and adaptive immune responses is discussed and the implications of these responses...
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Toll-Like Receptors (TLRs) and Innate Immunity (Handbook of Experimental Pharmacology)Springer, 2008

	In the second half of the 20th century innate immune responses of cellular or humoral

	type were treated like stepchildren by many immunologists: that is, somewhat

	neglected. This disregard turned into an exciting research field over the past several

	years and led to the identification of receptor families involved in the recognition...
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Test Driven Development in Ruby: A Practical Introduction to TDD Using Problem and Solution Domain AnalysisApress, 2017

	Learn the basics of test driven development (TDD) using Ruby. You will carry out problem domain analysis, solution domain analysis, designing test cases, and writing tests first. These fundamental concepts will give you a solid TDD foundation to build upon. Test Driven Development in Ruby is written by a developer for...
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Creating Mobile Apps with Sencha Touch 2Packt Publishing, 2013

	If you have basic to intermediate knowledge of Sencha Touch, this tutorial will give you a deep insight into its full capabilities when creating mobile apps. Learn the language through building ten unique applications.


	Overview

	
		Learn the Sencha Touch programming language by building real, working...
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General, Organic, and BiochemistryMcGraw-Hill, 2016

	The ninth edition of General, Organic, and Biochemistry is designed to help undergraduate health-related majors, and students of all other majors, understand key concepts and appreciate the significant connections between chemistry, health, disease, and the treatment of disease. This text continues to strike a balance between...
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